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How to Use a Journal to Build Mental Strength 

 

Welcome to The Verywell Mind Podcast. I’m Amy Morin, editor-in-chief of Verywell 

Mind. I’m also a psychotherapist and a best-selling author of four books on mental 

strength.  

You’re listening to the Friday Fix. Every Friday, I share a quick mental strength strategy 

that can help fix the thoughts, feelings, and actions that can hold you back in life. 

And the fun part is we record the show from a sailboat in the Florida Keys. 

Now, let’s dive into today’s episode! 

Today I’m talking about journaling. 

I estimate about 60 percent of the guests we interview say they write in a journal. 

Everyone from Nikki Sixx and Dan Pink to Matthew McConaughey and Skyh Black have 

said journaling has helped them build mental strength. 

As a therapist, I know journaling can be a powerful tool. But, I also know a lot of people 

think about journaling but don’t actually do it. 

Writing down your thoughts and feelings might seem overwhelming. Or maybe you get 

frustrated by the writing process itself. You might get caught up worrying about 

grammar and sentence structure. Or maybe you’re just embarrassed about writing 

something down. After all, what if someone else reads it?  



Those are all legitimate concerns. And I’ll address some of those concerns in a minute. 

But, first let’s talk about the benefits of journaling. When you understand how good it is 

for you, it might convince you that it’s worth it.  

Journaling can reduce stress. Writing in a journal can help decrease the toll that stress 

takes on your physical and mental health. In fact, one study found that writing in a 

journal for 15 to 20 minutes a day three to five times per week lowered blood pressure 

and improved liver function in just four months.  

 

Journaling can also help you feel happier. Writing about feelings can help your brain 

better deal with uncomfortable emotions and it boosts your mood.  

Journaling improves your mental health. In another study, nearly 100 young adults were 

asked to spend 15 minutes journaling or drawing about a stressful event or writing about 

their plans for the day twice each week. The people who journaled improved their 

mental health. They saw the biggest reduction in depression, anxiety, and feelings of 

hostility. 

 

Writing in a journal was especially helpful to people who felt distressed already.  

 

Journaling also offers some physical health benefits. Several studies have found that 

people who journal have fewer doctor visits and fewer symptoms of chronic diseases, 

like asthma and arthritis.  

So those are just a few huge benefits that you could get rom journaling for just a few 

minutes each day or even a few times a week. 

But how do you journal? Do you need to answer a question? Should you write about 

your day? Should you write down everything you’re worried about? 

While there isn’t a right or wrong way to journal, there are some things to keep in mind 

that can make it more effective.  

Use a handwritten journal as opposed to typing on your computer. Brain scans show 

that when people put their feelings down on paper, activity in a part of the brain called 

the amygdala slows down. That part of the brain is responsible for controlling the 

intensity of our feelings. 

 



Write in a way you find enjoyable. Research shows people benefit from journaling when 

they write in a way they enjoy. People who write poetry or song lyrics to express 

themselves benefit just as much as someone who writes about their day.  

In fact, some studies have found writing about feelings in an abstract way was more 

helpful than writing about them vividly. So instead of recounting an awful experience 

and giving the play by play of your emotional turmoil, you might be better off describing 

your emotions in other ways–like with metaphors. 

 

There is one big caution when it comes to journaling. If you keep rehashing the same 

feelings and same scenarios over and over again, you might feel worse.  

In one study, journalers were encouraged to write about a stressful or traumatic event. 

They were instructed to write for at least 10 minutes two times a week for one month. 

Some people wrote about their deepest thoughts and feelings–including how to make 

sense of their stress and how to cope with it. The other group wrote about their feelings 

only.  

During the month, the group who wrote about feelings and thoughts experienced more 

growth from the trauma. They reported better relationships, a greater sense of strength, 

more appreciation for life, and a better appreciation for possibilities in the future.  

The group who focused on their emotions only experienced more uncomfortable 

emotions over time. They even got sick more often during that month. 

So what does that mean? Essentially, don’t just keep rehashing things in your journal. 

Ruminating is linked to anxiety and depression and it basically involves replaying and 

rehashing the same things in your mind. Instead of working through feelings, you’ll stay 

stuck in them. 

After you express your feelings, you want to then figure out what you’re going to do 

about them. Are you going to solve a problem or solve how you feel about the problem? 

Let’s say you’re stressed because you’re drowning in debt, you might journal about your 

emotions–as well as the steps you’re going to take to address the issue–like increasing 

your income or reducing your spending. 

If you are in a dark place because of a breakup–you can journal about how you’re going 

to take care of those feelings. You might read books, spend time with friends, or listen 

to music to help you work through those uncomfortable feelings. Maybe use your journal 

to create lists of healthy activities for yourself as well as a list of things you want to avoid 

(like texting your ex or looking through their social media profiles). 

So let’s talk about what you can write in your journal. Helpful journaling should help you 

process your emotions into thoughts and then turn those thoughts into action. If you 

want to use it to build mental strength, answer these questions in your journal:  



• What situation or issue is causing me a lot of stress right now? It might be 

something going on in your life right now or it could be something from the past 

that’s still weighing on you or maybe something that you’re worried about 

happening in the future. 

• How do I feel about this? You might have a bunch of different emotions. They 

might even seem conflicting. But writing them down can help.  

• What do I think about this? Jot down whatever thoughts are running through your 

mind.  

• What steps can I take to either address the problem or address how I feel about 

the problem? Identify some clear action steps. 

 

In addition to writing words, you might also add some drawings. In one study, people 

were told to either write in a journal, make drawings, or write and draw about a negative 

experience from the past that they still found upsetting, like a relationship problem or a 

loss.  

After three weekly 20 minute sessions, the people who wrote and drew saw the biggest 

improvements in their moods. Drawing without writing actually made people’s moods 

worse. The researchers suspected this may be because they dredged up difficult 

feelings without a way to process them. 

If you aren’t into writing–or you get really caught up into worrying too much about 

grammar and punctuation, an audio journal might work just as well. Researchers have 

found that talking into a voice recorder helps people gain insight and positive 

perspective on their stress. Studies show it improves self-esteem and helps people 

reach for healthier coping strategies. This is something our guest Skyh Black said he 

does to work through his feelings. If you want to hear more about his experiences, go 

listen to episode 129. 

 

Keep in mind, you don’t necessarily need to write in a journal every day. Most of the 

studies found that writing in a journal a few times a week was all it took for people to 

enjoy benefits. 

In the end, it’s important to find something that you find helpful. Whether that means you 

create a bullet journal, you buy a journal with regular writing prompts, or you maintain a 

gratitude journal, experiment with journaling strategies and see what works best for you. 

 

If you want to learn more about the benefits of journaling, check out episode 108 with 

Matthew McConaughey. He shares how writing in a journal changed his life. If you’re 



unsure about how to get started with a journal, check out the journal he created. It’s 

called “Greenlights: Your Journal, Your Journey.” 

 

 

 

If you know someone who could benefit from hearing this message, share it with them. 

Simply sharing a link to this episode could help someone feel better and grow stronger. 

Do you want free access to my online course? It’s called “10 Mental Strength Exercises 

That Will Help You Reach Your Greatest Potential.” To get your free pass, all you have 

to do is leave us a review on Apple Podcasts. Then, send us a screenshot of your 

review. Our email address is podcast@verywell.com. We’ll reply with your all-access 

pass to the course. 

 

Thank you for hanging out with me today and for listening to The Verywell Mind 

Podcast! 

And as always, a big thank you to my show’s producer (who keeps a dream journal), 

Nick Valentin. 
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